
Stable envelopes:a very
priefintroduction.



Basicidea:

(0Y =A X,a

Goal: constructH eq (X*) -> Heq(X)

Note: restriction gives they (X) -> Heg(X*)

an isomorphism after inverting some
a -tea (pt).

Stable envelopes give a differentisomorphism.



theoreticstable envelopes [MO]

letEcNA(X), paXt
isolated fixed point.

Elp -> Rep (A).

31p = cnti
degn (21p):convexhall

of the se

(eXi(a)/
·

c (ie(A),R



We can order degrees by containment:

day (21p) <degA(Zip)
if onepolytope is contained

in the other.

-

A no X,w hamiltonian torus action
①

Tr0X non-hamiltonian tors action

(scales as by a character
2:T-4X).



To define N-theoretic stable envelopes,

we fix some aux data:

1) Cocharacter 6:&X-oA

soto X
①
Y

= X7.

2) Polarization

TX =T( +h(*)
<(X+(X)

38 Slope 2cPicx(x)***

soto deg(21%) #2where Crg is

sng
rat curve between

p,q-X+.



Given petdefine

Altro(p) =5xc X/ lim G(z)
x =03.

z->0

Example:X=Top=

&

8)
-NN. no
1·-0 p·

AH8(a) =1p0.

AHr(0) =N



AHr(p) =U AHe)

AH0 =10/
Def: Stab (p)cXT(X)

0,T2,2
is the unique class

such that

1) Supported on At(p)

2) Stab(p) /p =EG CAAr(p)
I explicitline bundle

3) degn (stab(p)/q)0x2p <deg. (staballa)*Nq



where p,9-XV q < p

There are a number of proofs ofexistence
uniqueness of stable envelopes.

Staby,+(2,8:kT(Xi)
-1+(X)

satisfies some nice properties

1) Stab(p), peX*is a basis of

1T(X(10. (r Dquimiant localization

2) <stab(p), stab =Ga



We will see how stab allows us to

study quasimap inventionts [t0],

We will need an elliptic versionof
stab.

Equir.ticcohomology of X

Fixan elliptic curve E =(*/92 0<1qk1

Given a forms A=(**)", let

Ex=A/gXo(7) the n abelian valiety



Elliptic cohomology is a concriantfunctor

ElA(): A-ScL--> Sch.

Eln(pt) =2t.

Analogy withtheory:

Spec(NA(-)):A - Sch- Sch.

Spec(KA(pt))
=7.



Example:X=(p100 **=A .

A
Ea so - X

ENA(X) *· ·
E. ocXF

↓a ↓
Elx(pt) =E -·E

xi(z) =H+(X)= ((X-)

T(e) =x(X).



Niticstable envelopes [AO):

Mightexpect:HPE(X*(,P) *H*(E11 +(X(E)I
- 4
& line bundles

Recall that 1-th.stable envelope depends on

a slope (EPic(X(01R).

Elliptic stable envelope depends containuously

on this parameter:

Pic(X)P)-- some for X.

Actually:((E1+(Xx)
x E

&extra factor:abelian variety of Kahler
parameters



In practice, for simple examples, such
as TTP)can write explicit formulas for

intermsof thatefunctions.

Application to quasinaps:
"Elliptic R-matrix"

R =Stab.". Stab. * HE1(*) xE.., 2)10c

Can express the monocomy of quantum
difference equations satisfied by



texfunctions in terms of R.

For
more details, see Agaangic & Obombov's

Elliptic Stable Envelopes.


